of companies was 56,37%, and the export was 65,73% 15 . In the other hand, in 1999 the potential market of this sub sector in global market was 12 million US$, 5 million US$ in US, and 1 million US$ in UK 16 .
The domination of this sub sector is in line with the Indonesia's cultural diversity from Sabang to Merauke. In Indonesia, fashion industry is one of the most interesting. The existence of many factory outlets and distro (shop of clothes) indicates that fashion industry is a solid sub sector 17 .
In consequence, this sub sector requires an explicit regulation regarding the certainty of the law protection for the creator. This guarantee creates pleasant atmosphere to develop the sub sector, considering the piracy 18 over famous fashion trademark. One of the cases was the piracy over Versace by a few boutiques in US. Versace won the compensation of 20 million US$ (Rp 184 billion) 19 . Nevertheless, Intellectual Property Right (IPR) is required to prevent piracy or falsification.
Globalization is centrifugal movement of market based on the competition. Free trade may enlarge the gap between the developed countries and the "under-developed"
countries, 20 at the same time may demand Indonesia's negotiation strengthening and strategic approach among international countries. Therefore, global dimension aspect is required as a strategic plan that challenges Indonesia Law to go face to face with the world, 21 to be able to communicate through laws with other nations, 22 and to be able to fulfil the needs of the society in the global era. This demands the establishment of the treaty of Uruguay's GATT, which is TRIPs (Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual IPR, as the manifestation of system of international economic policy and is important for Indonesia businesses, urges Indonesia to adjust its law system of IPR because the TRIPs-WTO requires the law to meet the full compliance principles. This means that the member countries must provide its IPR national law in accordance with the TRIPs-WTO treaty 23 .
The IPR issue is a supporting idea for the trans-national companies (MNc), in which the impacts will go to the small and poor countries. The WTO may be made use for the western particular interests 24 . The existing problems in Indonesia are related to technological literacy and human resources qualification resulting in weak competitiveness. IPR relates to society's innovation and creativity; which its current state is relatively poor due to the communal culture of particular intellectual property.
As the implementation of TRIPs-WTO treaty and to build the system of IPR national law, in terms of improving society's awareness of IPR, the government of Indonesia has issued the IPR policy. The policy is the Laws No 15 year 2001 regarding Trademark which is expected to prevent the creative industry products-fashion for example-from piracy or fabricating in their global competition.
In relation to global market, the trademark 25 of fashion products may: (1) stimulate the growth of health trading and industry; (2) provide the guarantee of value and quality of the goods and services for the customers; (3) serve as the means of trade promotion and advertising; (5) create and maintain the "goodwill" in foreign market; (6) symbolize the foreign market expansion and maintenance.
However, up to this point, the Laws of Trademark is less effective since the limited amount of the registered products, particularly the fashion products, though the registration fee is affordable. Therefore, the review towards the Laws has not yet reached the society's culture, not to say the least, the less performance of the bureaucracy and institutional registration in protecting the fashion products. Yet, this will affect to the global competitiveness of the products.
Based on the background, the writer is interested in studying the Implementation of The underlying principle of IPR is that if one creates and innovates something from his intellectual skills, one must get the ownership of natural right, based on the flow of natural law. 35 Grotius argues that the natural law generated from one rational activity is positive that it regulates the principle of giving respects to individual rights 36 , and this ownership shall be recognized 37 . To make this possible, government needs to get involved by providing specific protection, as suggested by the concept of modern welfare state. Marbun states that in the modern "welfare state," government should actively participate in any society's activities, through which they can ensure the welfare for their people 38 .
The underlying theories of the IPR protection over fashion products are proprietary theory, contract theory, and several supporting theories. The supporting theories are 39 (1) Reward theory; the creator of fashion product is given a reward, recognition, and legal protection over the works and his achievements in designing particular products. (2) Recovery theory; the creator is given an exclusive rights to exploit the given IPR in order to regain what he has been worked out. (3) Incentive theory; incentive is given to stimulate one's creativity. 40 Robert M. Sherwood in Public Benefit Theory 41 suggests that creator must be valued and protected legally so that they can keep on creating products that become the basis of the growing industry and at the same time support the global competitiveness.
Additionally, Jeremi Philips and Allsion Firth, in "The Absolute Monopoly of The Market", say that the IPR owner has the right to prevent any individuals in using the rights based on the law protecting it.
Research Method
The method used is Normative Juridical. It searches, investigates, and examines the object through either library data or secondary data in order to study the law principles in The research specifications used is analytical-descriptive aiming at providing description regarding the facts together with the precise analysis to the valid law and regulation. It is also related to the theories of Law and its practices over the IPR of fashion trademark of the creative industry as the efforts to support the global competitiveness.
The steps taken in this study is through the library research and data collection using the study of documenting. The data analysis is the description of the conclusion and the results. Both law materials, primary and secondary data, are analyzed using qualitative method to figure out the principles and information. The data are located in Indonesia and other relating countries.
Discussion
The This is in line with the free determine principles contained in TRIPs -WTO treaty that every member country has the rights to determine the ways to apply the requirements in the treaty into its law system and the practices 44 . Similarly, the member countries are obliged to adjust their laws to the internationally agreed conventions of IPR, in "The owner of a registered trademark shall have the exclusive right to prevent all third parties not having the owner's consent from using in the course of trade identical or similar signs for goods or services which are identical or similar to those in respect of which the trademark is registered where such use would result in a likelihood of confusion"
Based on the requirement, it can be concluded that the registered trademark owner has the exclusive rights to prevent other third parties, without any owner's consent, to use similar or identical registered trademark so that the owner will have difficulties in differing the products. Therefore, the system, adopted in This 10 year-period shall apply as long as the owner pays for the fee to the Directorate In addition to that, Trademark Law does not equalize the protection period of 10 years for every kind of trademarks and brand because this period is relatively short for particular products that require longer time and bigger cost in their productions. Therefore, period grouping is required to encourage the owner's creativity and innovation, as the efforts to improve the global competitiveness.
The IPR Protection of TRIPs-WTO over Fashion Product Trademark of the Creative Industry as an Effort to Improve the Global Competitiveness.
In terms of improving competitiveness in global market, countries build creative industry competence through fashion sub sector. This sub sector leads the creative economy by focusing on the IPR-based industries.
The contribution of the creative economy to the global economy can be seen from the data of January 2000 in which its value reached $ 2,24 billion dollar and grew 5% every year.
If predicted using this state, in 2020 the value of creative economy shall reach $ 6,1 billion dollar. In 1999, World GNP reached $30,2 billion, the contribution of the creative economy was 7,3% to the global economy 51 . This requires sufficient IPR protection over the fashion products of the creative industry.
In the international trading, Indonesia's bargaining position regarding the IPR needs for improvement. Any efforts conducted to strengthen the products, from piracy and fabrication, through IPR is often restrained 52 . If it is related with the flow of nature law saying that the major principle of IPR is that any individual who creates and innovates something from his intellectual ability shall have the natural rights 53 . Grotius argues that the regulation of human property 54 puts emphasis on human resources and intelligence 55 .
Based on the civil law, the IPR shall be recognized by its owner 56 . Therefore, as a preventive caution from piracy and fabrication of fashion products, the government of Indonesia has adjusted the national law system to meet the conditions of the TRIPs-WTO.
As the implementation of that adjustment, the government has now adopted the Constitutive System on the registration system. Therefore, the right over Trademark is issued because of the registration, as described in the In relation to global competitiveness, as the fashion products of creative industry are growing and are exported, advertising and promotion become easier 60 . The fashion products with the registered trademark and brand shall help the owner in gathering loyal consumers since they tend to have their orientation on particular trademark. This way, the customers will easily remember particular product through its trademark 61 .
That way, the registration of trademark is a significantly crucial way in order to provide law protection over the fashion product of the creative industry. This concept goes hand in hand with Reward theory 62 ; the creator of original design and industry is given a reward, recognition, and legal protection over the works and his achievements in designing particular products. The protection itself assures the law certainty for the creators and owners/inventors of the trademark and prevents violation and criminal action over their trademark right. This way, they can have legal protection and at the same time customers shall be protected from piracy and fabricating.
In line with the Incentive theory; incentive is given to stimulate one's creativity to create unique, new, original, and useful fashion products with particular trademark and brand 63 .
This will stimulate the passion of the trademark owner and encourage the development of -merek-dagang-dan-desain-logo-perlu-dilakukan-oleh-usaha-kecil-menengah-2453 .html. The Law no 15 year 2001 needs to be reviewed in its sanctions for the violator. Currently, the law regulates it through klatch delict. This means that the violator can only be charged if the owner proposes a report/klatch. Sudargo Gautama says Sudargo Gautama says that it is a setback if the sanction and any criminal charges rely heavily on the report. The more effective way in doing this is that if the public prosecutor can initiate the charge itself without the report of the owner 74 . Therefore, based on the weakness, this Law needs to be reviewed.
In relation to this, Mochtar Kusumaatmadja, through his Law Development Theory, defines that the role of law as a society's renewal media. The law must meet the society's culture so that it becomes the regulator in the regularly dynamic changes 75 . The law should be responsive and accommodative 76 as well in order to create an effective law.
Sunaryati Hartono states that the crucial point of law development comprises the four following concepts 77 : (a). to perfect; (b) to shift into a better and modern system, (c). to make something that does not exist, and (d). to exclude the existing invalid system
As a responsive and accommodative law, during the review, the Trademark Law shall take into account the following factors: philosophical¸juridical¸sociological, and international 78 .
Philosophical factor is the basic value, the ideal expected by the owner of the trademark and design of the fashion products in Indonesia. Since Indonesia has ratified the international conditions, the action of piracy, fabricating, and other irresponsible actions performed by regional or international society may weaken and harm the global competitiveness. Therefore, international sanctions and principles 80 shall apply for the violators. In addition, law review is required by taking into accounts the existing barriers through the structural, substantial, and cultural aspects 81 .
The substantial aspect to be noted is the regulation of IPR that explicitly states the protection over the product owner, particularly the traditional works, considering this kind of product has commonly become public's 82 . Other than that, the sanction regulation for the violator shall be more appropriate if the general klatch is used.
The structural aspect is the institution. The government needs to act strategically in organizing the IPR institutions, particularly those that are regional. This way, the institution shall be stronger and are able to function and protect effectively and are integrated 83 . Other than the betterment in institutional registration, this will also disseminate the registration process in every regions, not necessarily be centred 84 . Cultural aspect has something to do with the society's lack awareness in registering their fashion trademark 86 due to lack of information regarding the importance of trademark registration 87 . Therefore, information dissemination of Trademark Law is required, as well as the dissemination of other related regulation in TRIPs-WTO, to the government official, police official, and society.
Conclusions and Suggestions

Conclusions
In accordance with the free determine principle in TRIPs has not been effectively used by the owner of the fashion product. This weakens the global competitiveness. There are several minor issues regarding this Law, they are inappropriate substantial regulation, long and complex institutional registration, and the lack awareness of society regarding the importance of IPR over fashion products, as a strategic way to improve the global competitiveness.
Suggestions
In accordance with the Free Determine principle in TRIPs-WTO, the government needs to Institutional organizing is required to simplify the registrational beuracracy and to create the opportunity of regional registration by recording the regional officers performing the task.
